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ABSTRACT
The accomplishment of systems with abilities to reason
about actions and change and systems that can manage in-
complete or not very reliable information with abilities to
discuss or argument has been of great importance for artifi-
cial intelligence community. These two ways of reasoning
were attacked independently, but they are complementary,
since a lot of applications need of both, since all dynamic
systems (dynamic on information) counts with uncomplete
information and information that depends on events and
time.
The line of investigation suggested on this present work
tries to achieve a system that can reason about action and
at the same time can elaborate a discussion, i. e. intends
to conciliate argumentative systems with reasoning about
actions and change or temporal reasoning.
Keywords: Argumentative Systems, Knowledge
Representation, Defeasible Reasoning, Common-
sense Reasoning, Temporal Reasoning, Reasoning
about actions and change.
1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The accomplishment of systems with abilities to rea-
son about actions and change has been of great im-
portance for artificial intelligence community. Re-
search community is interested on this issue because
a wider variety of problems is could be solved, prob-
lems where actions and when they took place or hap-
pens set a difference [5].
Other important systems, argumentative, [2, 13]
were or are being developed, in order to deal with not
completely reliable information, or with incomplete
one. In real scenarios this kind of information is quite
common, specially when we treat with dynamic sys-
tems, i.e. systems where the knowledge we count on
to reason changes with frequency (new information
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become available or information we used to count on
with is no longer available or valid). Usually incom-
plete information appears in any way of reasoning be-
cause its very difficult to represent absolutely all the
information related to the objects we count on. As
a matter of fact there are systems such as Situation
Calculus [16] where this problem is clear. Any time
information about a new entity becomes available we
must revise all the axioms on the representation. Ar-
gumentative Systems’s devolvement is based on previ-
ous research on Logic Programming, Nonmonotonic
Reasoning. Argumentation has obtained important re-
sults, providing powerful tools for knowledge repre-
sentation and some aspects of Commonsense reason-
ing. In this sense DeLP [3] was developed. DeLP is
a formalism that combines results of Logic Program-
ming and Defeasible reasoning.
In general research on Argumentative Systems and
Temporal Reasoning is made independently. The sys-
tems developed considered only one of this ways
of reasoning, although there are several scenarios
where both are needed to grant a correct solution.
These research areas both has ingerence on common-
sense reasoning, but this particular form of reasoning
has its basis as any kind other kind. According to
Mueller [11], commonsense reasoning should count
with these fundamental concepts:
• Representation: The language must be able to
build a representation of scenarios in the world
and also must represent commonsense knowl-
edge about the word. The representation can be
made through some data structure or sentence
based language. The representation should facil-
itate automated reasoning, because is the main
goal. Usually commonsense knowledge is rep-
resented through rules known as ”commonsense
law of inertia”. This set of law tries among other
things to solve the frame problem i. e. what re-
mains equal after the occurrence of an action.
• Commonsense entities: The method must rep-
resent objects, agents, time-varying properties,
events and time. This last two entities are cru-
cial because they establish how the information
changes.
• Commonsense domains: The method must rep-
resents and reason about time, space, and mental
states. Must also deal with object identity, be
able to determine when we are talking about an
specific object.
• Commonsense phenomena: The method must
address the common sense law of inertia, release
form the commonsense law of inertia, concurrent
events with cumulative and canceling effects,
context-sensitive effects, continuous change, de-
layed effects, indirect effects, nondeterministic
effects, preconditions and triggered events.
• Reasoning: The method must specify must spec-
ify a process for reasoning about the represen-
tation of scenarios and commonsense knowl-
edge. The method must support default reason-
ing, temporal projection, abduction, and postdic-
tion.
Taking these on consideration we can see that argu-
mentative systems has left apart events and time from
their representation. They do not take on consider-
ation these special entities and their effect over rea-
soning. DeLP is a particular argumentative system
[3] which deals with arguments very well but has the
problem stated before. We proposed as investigation
line to extend the abilities of DeLP in order to con-
sider aspects of temporal reasoning.
Looking at the problem form other point of view,
we can see that the main languages developed on
Temporal Reasoning do not consider argument no-
tion. Although they do consider aspects of default
reasoning. The most popular and used language are
Event Calculus and Situation Calculus. They deal
with incomplete information trough the use of cir-
cumscription. This strategy grant only one answer an
annulate any possibility for discussion. The beauty in
argumentation is that makes possible more that one
answer and establish some kind of debate, which is
needed on multiagent environments or deliberation.
The paper is structured as follows, in section 2 we
present the basics on argumentation systems particu-
larly DeLP . In section 3 we introduce temporal rea-
soning along with Event Calculus and Situation Cal-
culus. Finally in section 4 we present the state of ad-
vance in the investigation line presented.
2 ARGUMENTATIVE SYTEMS
In general, an argumentative system counts with five
elements, at least in the abstract layer:
1. Underlying logical language: in this particu-
lar case we need a temporal-logic language, we
choose Event Calculus.
2. Argument definition
3. Conflict and rebuttal among arguments
4. Argument evaluation
5. Notion of defeasible logic consequence: again
in this case it must be defeasible temporal-logic
consequence
In many cases, the five above mentioned elements are
not explicitly defined because they are clearly not in-
dependent. In fact dependencies among them allow
the identification of four fundamental layers [13] in
argumentative systems.
• Logical Layer: It comprises language definition,
inference rules and argument construction.
• Dialectic Layer: This layer both involves the de-
finition of conflict between arguments and for-
malizes the way of solving those possible con-
flicts.
• Procedural Layer: Defines arguments inter-
change.
• Strategic Layer: Present heuristics for argument
selection during a debate based on maximizing
success possibilities.
Defeasible Logic Programming (DeLP ) is an ar-
gumentative systems that considers the layer ex-
pressed above. As a matter of fact, DeLP is a for-
malism that combines results of Logic Programming
and Defeasible Argumentation. DeLP provides the
possibility of representing information in the form of
weak rules in a declarative manner, and a defeasi-
ble argumentation inference mechanism for warrant-
ing the entailed conclusions. In DeLP an argumen-
tation formalism will be used for deciding between
contradictory goals. Queries will be supported by ar-
guments that could be defeated by other arguments.
A query q will succeed when there is an argument A
for q that is warranted, i. e. the argument A that sup-
ports q is found undefeated by a warrant procedure
that implements a dialectical analysis. The defeasible
argumentation basis of DeLP allows to build appli-
cations that deal with incomplete and contradictory
information in dynamic domains. Thus, the resulting
approach is suitable for representing agent’s knowl-
edge and for providing an argumentation based rea-
soning mechanism to agents.
DeLP adds the possibility of representing infor-
mation in the form of weak rules in a declarative man-
ner and a defeasible argumentation inference mecha-
nism for warranting the conclusions that are entailed.
Weak rules represent a key element for introducing
defeasibility and they are used to represent a defeasi-
ble relationship between pieces of knowledge. This
connection could be defeated after all things are con-
sidered. General Common Sense reasoning should be
defeasible in a way that is not explicitly programmed.
Rejection should be the result of the global consider-
ation of the available knowledge that the agent per-
forming such reasoning has at his disposal. Defeasi-
ble Argumentation provides a way of doing that.
DeLP language is defined in terms of three dis-
joint sets: a set of facts, a set of strict rules and a set
of defeasible rules. In DeLP’s language a literal “L”
is a ground atom “A” or a negated ground atom “¬A”,
where “¬” represents the strong negation.
DeLP [3] is a language developed in term of three
disjoint sets: a set of facts, a set of strict rules and
finally one of defeasible rules, where
• A fact is a literal, i.e. a ground atom, o a negated
ground atom.
• A strict rule is an order pair, denoted as
“Head ← Body”, whose first member is a lit-
eral and the second one, Body, es finite set of
literals. A strict rule can also be written as:
L0 ← L1, . . . , Ln(n > 0
where L0 is rule’s Head and each Li, i ≥ 0 is a
literal.
• A defeasible rule is also an order pair, noted as
L0 –≺L1, . . . , Ln. Again Li is a literal and i ≥ 0
Notice that strict negation may affect any literal, in
particular may affect L0, i.e. any rules Head. At sim-
ple sight the only difference between strict and defea-
sible rules is the way they are denoted, although their
meaning is clearly different. In the first kind there are
no doubts about the conclusion expressed on the rule,
while in the other ones we only assure that we have
a “good feeling” about the conclusion but we can not
be completely sure about it.
3 TEMPORAL REASONING
In the last decades logic programming, which is ex-
tremely related with temporal reasoning, was devel-
oped in a notable way [7]. But the classical model
of logical programmes, based on Horn clauses [20],
is not good enough in to represent certain model of
change. This models require an extended language
and as a consequence a new computational approach,
suitable for the new language. To overcome this lim-
itations of traditional logic some non-logic construc-
tors, annotations or especial predicates, were intro-
duced. These languages and their implementations
are of mayor help to the area. In this category there
very well known languages such as Event Calculus
[6, 19, 10, 9, 18] and Situation Calculus [16, 12].
These languages are very efficient but they are based
on a non-standard logic. Which means that a program
could not be interpreted only by its specification. An-
other way to avoid the limitations of traditional logic
programming is the use of temporal logics. In this
sense modal and intentional logics are used. As a re-
sult many languages appears, some are purely declar-
ative while other count with operational semantics.
In this kind of reasoning we can choose different
language according to what conception of time we
need. There are different ways to conceive time, con-
ceptions that are borough from philosophy. We can
think in linear or branching time, discrete or dense
time, etc. Another aspect is on the spot when we com-
bine time an actions. We can think time as an entity
were events take place. Or you can think on events
as a entity and time can be seen only as a collateral
effect of events occurrence. You can get more pre-
sise information about different time conceptions at
[15, 14, 17, 1, 8, 4].
We center our attention in the first group, partic-
ularly on Event Calculus and Situation Calculus be-
cause they are very representative in commonsense
reasoning area. This is so, because they consider the
fundamental concepts required by this kind of reason-
ing [11].
3.1 Event Calculus
Event Calculus was introduced in the eighties by
Kowalski and Sergot as a logic programming formal-
ism to represent event and their effects [6]. Many di-
alects have been developed since then, e.g. [18, 10, 9].
In the original language events initiates time periods
during which properties hold. Since a property or
“fluent” is initiated it holds, unless it is terminated by
the occurrence of an event. In Kowalski and Sergot
version, a discrete time ontology was chosen to indi-
cate changes. A particular extension of the language
is required in order to represent continuous character-
istics. Most known extensions of this calculus were
developed by Shanahan [18].
In general it is a logical mechanism capable of
making inferences to determine what is true when
LOGICAL
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Figure 1: How Event Calculus works out
from what happens when(knowledge about the state
of the world) and what actions do (effect of an action
on the world). The logical machinery includes arith-
metic to set a relation between time references. The
kind of arithmetic involved depends on the selected
temporal ontology. The basic ontology of the calcu-
lus are actions or events, fluent and time points. A flu-
ent is anything whose truth value is subject to change
over time. It could be a quantity such as “temperature
in a room” or “amount of liquid in a bottle” whose
numerical value is subject to variation, or a proposi-
tion such as “it is sunny” whose truth value change
from time to time. The predicate deals basically with
propositional fluents although the other ones are al-
lowed in some dialects. Another important issue in
the choice of the ontology is the choice of the predi-
cates. The main predicates used on a simple version
of Event Calculus, SEC, are:
happens(E, T ): E takes place on T .
holdsAt(F, T ): F holds at T .
initiates(E,F, T ): F starts to hold after E,
and is not freed on T + 1.
terminates(E,F, T ): F ceases to hold after
E at T .
releases(E,F, T ): F is not subject to inertia
after E at T
initiallyP (F ) : F holds form time zero.
where E represents events, T time moments and F
fluents. Calculus complete axiomatization depends
on time ontology. For example if we consider a dis-
crete ontology, we can use ontology presented by
Mueller [10] or more completely from Miller and
Shanahan research [9].
Reasoning mechanism uses circumscription to deal
with default information and to solve incompleteness.
The latest versions of this calculus used as reasoning
technique a first-order logic automated theorem prov-
ing. Previous versions used propositional satisfiabil-
ity or abductive logic programming.
3.2 Situation Calculus
Situation Calculus were developed by Ray Reiter and
his research team [16]. This calculus is a second order
language designed for representing changing worlds.
All changes to the world are their result of an ac-
tion, so a possible world history , is a sequence of
actions represent through a first-order term, called sit-
uation. A situation is like a snapshot of a possible
world where we set what holds there. The properties
that may holds depends on the initial situation and the
changes performed by event occurrence. This initial
situation is represented by an empty sequence of ac-
tions. There is a distinguished function do(α, s) who
denotes the situation that success situation s if the
action performed is α. In Situation calculus actions
are denoted as function symbols while situations as
first-order terms. The values of relations and func-
tions may vary from situation to situation. Relations
with this behavior are called fluents, while functions
are called functional fluents.
To determine the behavior of the actions on the sys-
tem and reason with the specification, we need to for-
malize axioms. We will need axioms to determine if
an action is possible on a situation, this action checks
action precondition. We will use axioms, also, to in-
dicate what fluents change after an action takes place
and which remains equal (effect axiom, frame axiom).
There is only one axiom of each kind for every event.
The undesirable aspect of this is, that any change on
the specification mean a revision of all the axioms in
the specification.
The first version of this calculus do not consider
time in an explicit way. The evolution of time is hid-
den on situations, and events occurrence. Unfortu-
nately this is not enough for our current investigation
line, so we need to enrich the calculus with annota-
tions. The annotations introduced time in a explicit
way to the previous scenario. Now we can get track
of when an event takes place independently of how
many situations we pass form the initial one.
4 PREVIOUS RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
Argumentative systems as DeLP has been important
for the grow of commonsense reasoning area. But
they are short for today’s definition of this kind of
reasoning. The main fault is that its representation
language although is based on sentences do not con-
sider actions and time in an explicit way. If events and
time behave as any other object we can use DeLP
as it is now. Unfortunately these two elements has a
completely different semantic form other objects in
the system. Events and when they took place cre-
ates a huge impact on when properties holds. The
same fluent can be true and false now, but in different
moments of time. Commonsense law of inertia plays
a different role now. So we need to extend DeLP
in order to solve problems associated to the tempo-
ral aspects of the information. Timed information is
in certain ways more complex. The complexity ap-
pears form the possible interactions between fluents
that holds in different moments. This duality in tem-
poral systems is common while in non temporal sys-
tems never takes place.
The first goal we what to achieve is to make a com-
bination between DeLP and Event Calculus. Re-
search in these directions is currently being pursued.
Later on we will try to change the temporal language
selected for Situation Calculus. We can take all the
profits we can from the first combination.
If we analyze the problem form the other perspec-
tive, we can think in this investigation line as a pro-
posal to change the reasoning mechanism of event
and/or situation calculus. Changing the current one
based on circumscription from a more open mecha-
nism as argumentation. Circumscription is appreci-
ated for being closed to logic programming, but forces
to considerate any abnormal situation. Any time we
want to infer something we must ask for its normal-
ity, while default reasoning released us from that. Of
course the final result is the same, but in the version
we are working on we will give more freedom to the
representation, and we will also offer the possibility
to discuss about the possible results. This last is im-
portant when we deal with agents and negotiation.
We are currently analyzing the effects of using
Event Calculus as the representation language for a
temporal version of argumentation. Particularly the
role of the commonsense law of inertia on argument
construction is being pursued.
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